Generate new value from
your supply chain – with Oxygen
INCOME. SOCIAL VALUE. EFFICIENCY.

The leading supplier of early payment programmes
More organisations in the public and private sectors choose Oxygen for one simple reason:
our programmes work. The principle of settling an invoice early in return for a small discount
may well be simple. But we make it work across your internal and external ecosystem, for
suppliers of every size. For many of our clients, that results in an impressive monthly income.

How do we do this?
Our effectiveness stems from three elements
working in harmony:
• Technology – robust and functionally-rich,
our technology silently calculates your
discounts accurately and automatically each
night. It will also integrate seamlessly with
your existing ERP system, and it includes a KPI
dashboard and e-invoicing at no extra cost.
• Processes – technology cannot work in
isolation. We’ll work tirelessly to optimise your
P2P process so payments can be made faster
without compromising control. Introducing
early payment incentivises your business
and your suppliers to deliver long lasting
improvements.
• S
 upplier Onboarding – early payment systems
will achieve little if supplier participation is
low. Over many years, our professional team
has developed an approach with a proven
track record for bringing suppliers on-board.
Average participation rates for the industry are
under 10%: we consistently exceed 50%.

Endorsed by the London
Ventures programme

Using our experience and best practice in P2P,
we’ll project manage the entire programme for
you. Proven and safe, early payment introduces
stability into your supply chain in a way that’s both
sustainable and fair, while injecting liquidity into
the local economy.

What happens next?
1.	We would be delighted to undertake a 2-3
week piece of work on your premises resulting
in an Assessment Report that demonstrates
the specific benefits for your organisation.
2. If you are satisfied with the findings we move 		
into an 8 week implementation, after which 		
income starts to flow.

Please get in touch – we’d love to talk.
Call now:
0121 295 4038
To find out more visit:
www.oxygen-finance.com

